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I Know You; I See You, I Hear You, You Post All the Time 

 
A gloved hand reaches out, emulating human touch 

through the computer screen. A speaker whispers: “How 

are you? --- Yeah? It’s normal to feel a little strange 

sometimes, I think.”  

 

Becca Wijshijer’s immersive installation transports us into 

the bedroom, the typical setting in which ASMR vignettes 

are both privately created and consumed. Complicating 

the relationship between content-producers and viewers – 

and collapsing the distance that separates them – Wijshijer 

presents an endless cascade of collected clips that reveal 

how online archives of mediated intimacies might redefine 

the terms of our relation to the “real”, and the ways in which 

we enact the labors of (self)care.  

 

Soft Spoken Personal Attention / 1-Hour Soap  

Carving / Testing and Sorting Markers / Big Sister Does 

Your Makeup / Scratching Sounds for Sleep 

 

                                                      
1 Rob Gallagher, “Eliciting Euphoria Online: The Aesthetics of 

ASMR Video Culture”, in Film Criticism, Volume 40, Issue 2, 2016.  

What emerges from Wijshijer’s compilation is the 

overwhelming, sublime, yet absurd redundancy of ASMR 

content. Each disembodied hand performs the same 

choreography; each murmur speaks the same caress. 

Staged scenarios bleed into one another seamlessly, like 

a stream of Youtube autoplays “curated” by finely tuned 

algorithms and individual search histories. Wijshijer’s own 

monologue loops upon itself quietly.  

 

The clips trigger, beyond tingly sensations, a sort of self-

induced trance. Several have described the consumption 

of ASMR content as a new way of self-medicating: “That 

ASMR culture has arisen in this climate is no surprise. 

Ours is an era of austerity and political volatility, in which 

[…] precarious work and the dominance of neoliberal 

healthcare policies […] have fostered pervasive 

uncertainty and stress.”1 Wijshijer’s piece can be read as 

a tribute to media genres that enhance movements of 

collective self-care in the face of today’s uncertainty, and 

to non-normative relationships that materialize out of such 

tele-intimacies. 


